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In the late 1800s, the technological advancements of the Industrial Revolution 
created a new typology of architecture, the high-rise. Through architecture, 
people could truly live and interact with one another in clouds, while experiencing 
breathtaking views of the world around. To accommodate the urbanization of 
cites, architects and urban planners adopted the concept of vertical living within 
the social housing sectors. Ambitious desires towards desirable, vertical living 
became undermined by poor construction and problematic living conditions. Built 
in deprived areas and isolated locations, these experiments of social housing 
became a concentration of poverty, crime, and violence. Dysfunctional social 
environments resorted into damaged property, condemned elevators, and barred 
windows became a physiological prison to the people inside. The city of Chicago 
hosts numerous examples of these design failures. Projects like Cabrini-Green, 
Stateway Gardens, Taylor Homes, etc., embodied the dangers of social housing 
and demolition ultimately became the only answer. 
1.1. Abstract
The following thesis explores the rehabilitation of social housing in Chicago, 
using strategies of collectivism at a vertical scale. The concept of collectivism is 
a synthesis between the communal aspects of a community and ideals of a self-
sufficient dwelling. Successful social housing can be achieved spatially through 
investigating how communal spaces can be shared by the dwellers in a community, 
while maintaining their private and personal domain. To define such a solution for 
Chicago, design criteria, such as the city's historical and futuristic conditions, 
affordability, building tectonics, and program which focuses on the physical and 
mental needs of the residents, are researched. As the world's population continues 
to increase exponentially, social housing has become a necessity to resolve issue 
of density and land scarcity. As architects, we must adapt social housing into a 
vertical typology, while relating back to the neighboring context and the city as a 
whole.
Galia Solomonoff
Associate Professor at Columbia GSAPP and an architect and principal of 
SAS/Solomonoff Architecture Studio. 
Q.  Explain the concept of (Not) Another Tower.
A. In the future, we will build collective vertically. Towers will no longer 
be homogeneous but will be complex and interactive. Not one idea but many 
ideas.
Q.  Why towers? Are there other ways to build collectively.
A. Some vertically will always remain necessary. Land is scarce and 
communities must utilize space by going vertical.
Q.  How does a collective tower work?
A. Each sort of section of the tower will give its user there own 
individualism. But you must have a coordinated structure!
Q.  How are these parameters determined?
A. Architecture must reflect the city. The city is a collective effort. So 
there must be a balance between what is shared and what is individual.
Hillary Sample
Associate Professor at Columbia GSAPP and an architect and principal of 
MOS Architects. 
Q.  What happened to public housing?
A. In Chicago most of the housing towers have been demolished, where 
in New York they have stayed. The term public housing no longer exist. Its 
now affordable, different levels and degrees of housing is offered.
Q.  Why is affordable housing an increasing concern?
A. They tear the housing down and then what. It doesn’t get replaced in 
a way that provides enough density.
Q.  How do you begin to design social housing?
A. Take domestic and dwelling principals and rethink them for today. 
How small can you make a house and have it still can be live-able? 
Q. Any references you can refer? 
A. Read “The Minimum Dwelling” or look at Weissenhof Estate by Mies 
van der Rohe. 
lisa yun lee
Executive Director of the National Public Housing Museum and the  
Director of the School of Art & Art History.
Q. Why is the failure of social housing associated with high-rise 
architecture? 
A. People want to uncouple it from systematic forms of racism and sort 
of say it is because Chicago has high-rises, and clearly the low-rises work. 
This is not necessarily true as the high-rise in New York were successful.
Q.  What is the role of an architect?  
A. To be successful, a community will need a gathering space. People 
will conflict, so push them into a public arena to talk to one another, and you 
will have a more civil society. So it is important to design a housing space 
with a joint community space. 
Q.  How do you determine the community spaces?  
A. What is a place that really embraces the social? Spaces should 
be mix where elderly can live with young people. You must question how 
families are structured in the 21st century and what are extended families. 
In housing complex you must collectivize you spaces. An architect must 
question what a community needs and not just what an individual needs.
The following are brief excerpts of interviews conducted in Chicago. The chosen 
participants are each influential figures in the architecture and urban planning 
field. Each interview revolves around the topic of  the social housing rehabilitation 
and the future of vertical architecture. The interview is conducted by a standard 
question (Q.) and answer (A.) methodology.
1.2. Interviews
Individuality Community
Rehabilitating 
Social housing
Afford-ability | LIVE-ABILITY | CO-LIVING | EQUALITY
INFLATIONARY REAL ESTATE | SEGREGATION | ISOLATION
01 What qualities should be embedded in an alternative building 
typology that respects the memory of the site and the intended purpose 
of public housing in Chicago?
02 Is the tower a necessary typology that responds to the increasing 
densities of Chicago and other cites?
03 How do we define and integrate community into a typology that 
commonly segregates and disconnects itself from its environment?
Initial questions
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the minimum dwelling
by Karel Teige, 1932  
Written by Karel Teige (1900-1951), an influential figure of avant-garde modernism 
of the 1920s and 1930s, and published in Czech in 1932, The Minimum Dwelling is a 
critique on collective dwelling presage communal living experiments of the 1960s 
and 1970s. “The minimum dwelling has become the central problem of modern 
architecture and the battle cry of today’s architectural avant-garde.” (pg.1) The 
minimum dwelling is defined as dwelling for the subsistence minimum rather than 
poverty level to include those who lacked the means to provide for a minimally 
decent home for themselves or their families. Teige advocates a housing situation 
that will be truly social, human, and cultured and genuinely dedicated to the 
service of all the people in a new society. His solution, the concept of collective 
dwelling: allowing the individual dwelling cell to be complemented by a scheme 
of central collective facilities and by incorporating all the required economic and 
cultural institutions in a single coordinated housing complex. “Collective housing 
represents a future dwelling type, but it is not utopian.” (pg.14)
Teige, Karel. “The Minimum Dwelling.” ISSUU, MIT Press, 25 July 2002, mitpress.
mit.edu/books/minimum-dwelling.
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01 Economic Functions 
02 Social Functions
03 Biological Functions 
04 Children’s Room
Centralized and Collective
PRINCIPLES
01 The centralization and collectivization of the economic, cultural, and social 
factors of dwelling process
02 The reduction of the “apartment” to an individual living cell. One room for 
each adult person
03 Whose content (function) is a living room and a bedroom
04 The reproduction of a single space undifferentiated dwelling on a higher 
level
05 Material and organization basis for socialist of life
Private
 Collectivist reconstruction of dwelling
 The differentiated dwelling of the ruling class
1.3. Literature Reviews
01
Delirious new york
by Rem Koolhaas, 1978  
Written by Rem Khoolhaas, principal of the Office for Metropolitan Architecture, 
Rotterdam. Koolhaas interprets and reinterprets the dynamic relationship 
between architecture and culture throughout New York’s history. The Manhattan 
Skyscraper is personified as a new frontier in the sky. Through the development 
of the staircase and elevator, any given site can now be multiplied and infinitum to 
produce proliferation of floor space. Koolhass uses a comedic cartoon to support 
a theorem that describes the ideal performance of a Skyscrapper: slender steel 
structure supports 84 horizontal planes, all the size of the original plot. Originally 
published in Life magazine’s “Real Estate Number” as a full-page cartoon shows 
conventional houses stacked on an open skyscraper frame. The Skyscraper as 
utopian device for the production of unlimited numbers of virgin sites on a single 
metropolitan location. 
Koolhaas, Rem. Delirious New York: a Retroactive Manifesto for Manhattan. 
Monacelli Press, 1994.
PRINCIPLES
01 The disconnectedness of the aerial plots seemingly conflicts with the fact 
that, together, they add up to a single building.
02 Success should be measured by the degree to which the structure frames 
their coexistence without interfering with their destinies.
03 The building becomes a stack of individual privacies. 
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 Real Estate Number by A.B. Walker 1909
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Kotlowitz illustrates the experiences of two brothers growing up in Chicago’s 
Henery Horner Homes. The book details the difficult life children had growing up 
in Chicago public housing. Kotlowitz points out that the young people are robbed 
of their innocence by their dysfunctional social environments. Their attitudes are 
molded by the violence that they encounter day to day and the kind of life they are 
born into in the projects.
Kotlowitz, Alex. There Are No Children Here. Anchor Books, 1992.
 Mothers manning the elevators at the Henry Horner Homes.
2100 : 7000
Youths   ADULTS
 Central problem were the 
unprecedented and overwhelming 
numbers of youth in the buildings
there are no children here
by alex kotlowitz, 1992   
PRINCIPLES
01 A common fault of public housing is the large displacement of children
02 Children without any place to play are more commonly to  cause disruption 
and destroy property
03
Public Housing: A new Conversation
2009
A collaborative that pamphlet synthesizes Buell Center research and ideas 
generated in the Public Housing/Public Sphere: Policy and Design Workshop held 
in July 2009 at GSAPP’s Studio-X space in Manhattan.
Kenoff, Anna, et al. Public Housing, a New Conversation. Columbia University in 
the City of New York, 2009.
The Financial Crisis
Is a Housing crisis
Housing is a verb public housing 
get a bad rap
all housing is 
Public housingdreams change housing is a public
infrastructure
there can be mixtures
at all scales
Public housing 
Supports the 
economy
PRINCIPLES
01 Necessity of social housing based of the principles mentioned 04
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Ville Radieuse (Radiant City)
by Le Corbusier, 1924   
Urban masterplan by Le Corbusier for an ideal city. The 
proposed principles had an extensive influence on modern 
urban planning and led to the development of new high-
density housing typologies. “Designed to contain effective 
means of transportation, as well as an abundance of green 
space and sunlight, Le Corbusier’s city of the future would 
not only provide residents with a better lifestyle, but would 
contribute to creating a better society.”
  Built on the grounds of demolished vernacular European 
cities, a tabula rasa.
 Prefabricated and identical high-density skyscrapers, 
across a vast green area and arranged in a Cartesian grid.
 The housing districts would contain pre-fabricated apartment buildings, known as “Unités” functioning as a function as a vertical 
village; accommodating 2,700 inhabitants each.
CRITIQUES
01 Innovative approach to growing density and housing 
shortages within cites
02 Lack of human scale and connection to its surrounding
03 High-rises floating on super-blocks
04 Annihilation of traditions by building on demolished 
European cities
   City for a million inhabitants due to increased density, 
concentration, and overlapping uses.
	 Identical	 five	 story	 buildings	 that	 emphasize	 unity	 and	
simplicity through geometric rigor. 
	 	Below	lies	the	commercial	city	and	road	traffic	and	above	 lies	the	residential	city	and	pedestrian	circulation.	Based	on	old	
principles of living above your store.
Vertical (High rise) City
by Ludwig Karl Hilberseimer, 1924 
A theoretical project combining architecture, technology 
and society to create a fantasy city. Based off the concept 
of collective living, integration of transportation and the 
accommodation of rapid change in the urban environment.
CRITIQUES
01 Innovative approach to growing density and housing 
shortages within cites
02 Lack of human scale and connection to its surrounding
03 Theoretical and posed no immediate application to 
any existing city
04 Separation of human and vehicular traffic 
1.4. Theoretical Case studies
  Steel-and-concrete, eight-to-ten-story, U-shaped building 
frame erected in a densely populated urban area. 
 A central mechanical core would serve these homes and 
gardens.
 Variety of house styles and  gardens provides a sense of 
the personal identity and human connection
Highrise of Homes
by James Wines, 1981
A theoretical project as a “vertical community” to 
“accommodate people’s conflicting desires to enjoy the 
cultural advantages of an urban center, without sacrificing 
the private home identity and garden space associated with 
suburbia” by James Wines, a founding member in 1970 of 
the SITE (Sculpture In The Environment) architectural group
CRITIQUES
01 Translation of urban principles to a vertical architecture
02 Lack of human scale and connection to its surrounding
03 Levels are disconnected from each other
CRITIQUES
01 Innovative use of pods as communal dwellings creates 
02 Project is radical and utopian with no real world 
application
03 Ideas meant to provoked  debates with no application 
to the any real world environment
  Modular residential units that “plug in” to a central 
infrastructural mega machine.
 Each building outcrop is removable, and a permanent 
“craneway” facilitates continual rebuilding.
  Mega-structure that incorporates residences, transportation and other essential services--all movable by giant cranes.
The Plug-In City
by Peter Cook | Archigram, 1964
A theoretical project combining architecture, technology 
and society to create a fantasy city. Based off the concept 
of collective living, integration of transportation and the 
accommodation of rapid change in the urban environment.
014 015
Historical case Study 01
 Vertical
Second century B.C.E Rome was a vertical city in the sense 
that buildings with multiple levels were already being built. 
High-rise apartment dwellings of the Roman world. The 
insulae of ancient Roman cities provided housing for the 
bulk	of	the	urban	populace,	primarily	the	plebs—defined	as	
ordinary people of lower- or middle-class.
 mixuse
Frequently the entire structure centers on an open courtyard 
which	also	 serves	 as	 a	 light	well	 for	 the	 lower	 floors.	The	
spaces fronting on the street itself were often used for 
mercantile functions.
 Materiality
Built in timber, mud brick, and later primitive concrete, and 
were	prone	 to	fire	and	collapse.	The	height	of	 the	Roman	
insulae to be limited to six or seven stories.
Courtyard
dwellings dwellings
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The insula (plural insulae) were Roman high-rise apartment 
dwellings. The insulae of ancient Roman cities provided housing for 
the majority of the urban population. The plebs, defined as ordinary 
people of lower or middle-class status, tended to inhabit insulae. 
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ancient-art-civilizations/
roman/beginners-guide-rome/a/roman-domestic-architecture-insula
Roman Insulae
Ancient Rome, 8th century
dwellings dwellings
1.5. Historical Case studies
Historical case Study 02
 Materiality
Fortified	 earth	 building	 built	 using	 load-bearing	 rammed	
earth	walls.	Often	 ranged	 form	 three	 to	 five	 stories.	Outer	
structures are formed by compacting earth, mixed with 
stone, bamboo, and wood.
 Courtyard
Built for defensive purposes around a central courtyard. 
Courtyard represented a combination of communal living 
and	defensive	organization.
 Collective
Built several stories high, tulous were inward-looking, circular 
or	square	floor	plan	as	housing	for	up	to	800	people	each.	
Housing a whole clan, the houses functioned as village 
units and were known as “a little kingdom for the family” or 
“bustling small city.”
fujian tulou
Fujian China, 17th century
The tulou are earthen houses built for communal living and defensive 
purposes around a central open courtyard with only one entrance 
and windows to the outside only above the first floor. Chinese rural 
dwellings espoused equality and unity as family areas were the same 
size and shape, and everyone lived under the same roof, sharing 
communal areas.
https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1113
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Historical case Study 03
 Vertical
Shibam is one of the oldest and best examples of urban 
planning based on the principle of vertical construction. The 
city is home to densely packed buildings ranging from four to 
eight stories, beginning in 300 AD but now mostly built after 
1532.
 Streets
Grid	 creates	 to	 narrow	 streets	 for	 car	 traffic.	 Shibam	 has	
frequently	 been	 the	 subject	 of	 flooding,	 prompting	 the	
fortification	of	its	outer	walls.
 Materiality
Stacked housing constructed of hundreds of mud bricks. 
Contiguous tower-houses eliminated vulnerabilities from 
attack, while simultaneously exhibiting the wealth of the 
residents.
‘Manhattan of the Desert’
http://www.archdaily.com/771154/the-manhattan-of-the-desert-
shibam-yemens-ancient-skyscraper-city
Walled City of Shibam
SHIBAM, YEMEN, 16th century
Historical case Study 04
 housing
Initially segregated, it was integrated into a single complex, 
Pruitt-Igoe. Eventually social and economic factors became 
its downfall.
 crime
Galleries and staircases meant to provide safe community 
spaces instead became the dominion of gangs; residents 
nicknamed the galleries “gauntlets,” treacherous passages 
in which they were harassed or even assaulted on their way 
home.
 Demolition
Pruitt-Igoe came to represent the failure of the public housing 
project and the Modernism.
Pruitt-Igoe
St. Louis, Missouri, 21st century
High density project housing project to house those displaces by 
slum clearance by Minoru Yamasaki.
http://www.pruitt-igoe.com/temp/1991-bristol-pruitt-igoemyth.pdf
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Precedent 01
via 57 WEST | Courtscraper
New York, NY (USA)
Architect |  Bjarke Ingels Group  
Comp 2016
 Residential high-rise
Combining the density of the American skyscraper with the 
communal space of the European courtyard, the VIA West 
stands 142.3 m tall with 34 Floors. 709 residential units 
encloses a  communal garden.
 Mix-Use
Cultural and commercial program situated the street level 
and	the	second	floor.	Multiple	social	programs	are	offered	as	
amenities such as lounges, movie room, a pool, basketball 
court, etc.
 Courtyard
A shared green space sits at the heart of the building, derived 
from	 the	 classic	Copenhagen	 ‘urban	 oasis’.	 It	 features	 80	
planted trees and lawns, and 47 species of native plant 
material.
	 Horizontal	Void	Space	as	a	Collective	Courtyard.
1.6. Precedent Analysis
 Atrium
Its 190-meter tall atrium rises the full height of the building 
from two twisting sections uniting. Designed as a single 
volume divided into two halves.
 Plaza
The atrium is envisioned as a new indoor public space for the 
city,	acting	as	a	continuation	of	the	plaza	that	will	surround	
the building.
 Vertical
The twisting, contorted structural skeleton weaves together 
two separate sections of the tower and visually fuses them. 
Standing 46 stories, the tower is 207 m tall.
Leeza SOHO | World’s Tallest Atrium
Beijing, China
Architect | Zaha Hadid Architects 
Est. 2018
Precedent 02
 Vertical Void Space as a Collective Atrium.
020 021
Precedent 03
Mirador 
Sanchinarro, Madrid, Spain 
Architect | MVRDV  
Comp 2005
 Housing Units
The tower is comprised of a variety of compact housing types. 
Each integrated for various social groups and lifestyles in 
contrast to mass-production repetition.
 Vertical
Slits	in	between	the	housing	units	functions	as	access	zones	
and vertical alleys.
 Sky Plaza
A	semi-public	sky	plaza	is	accessible	through	direct	lift.	The	
lookout space stands 40m above the ground.
 Embedded Void Space as a Collective Courtyard.
Markthal Rotterdam
Rotterdam, The Netherlands 
Architect | MVRDV  
Comp 2014
Precedent 04
 Market Hall
Markthal Rotterdam is a new concept, a hybrid between 
market	hall	and	housing.	Market	ground	floor	under	an	arch	
of apartments. 
 Core
Markthal shape and height creates a unique dome atrium. 
An apartment building situated over a fresh food market 
with food shops, restaurants, and a supermarket creates 
coherence and connections in the neighborhood.
 Apartments
40-metre	arched	roof	that	contains	228	apartments,	covering	
the public space based on food markets in Stockholm, 
Barcelona and Valencia. Balconies for the apartments run 
along the sides of the building, with views either towards the 
historic Laurens Church or the River Maas.
 Dome Void Space as a Collective Courtyard.
022 023
 Dynamic Angles
The tower façade and plinth are marked by dynamic angles. 
The separation and reconnection of the building and its core 
are the project’s highlights.
 Atrium
“Expanding on the tradition of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill’s 
1958	 Inland	Steel	Building	 in	Chicago,	 the	 tower’s	division	
revives	a	classic	way	to	define	the	form,	from	the	outside	in,	
while	creating	nearly	open	floor	plates	for	flexible	use.”
 Core
The high-rise’s primary core is positioned outside the main 
body of the tower. The tower stands 350m tall with over 73 
floors.
HANKING CENTER
SHENZHEN GUANGONG, CHINA
Architect | MORPHOSIS  
Comp 2018
Precedent 05
 Vertical Void Space as a Collective Courtyard.
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Chapter 02
Public Housing
analysis
026 027
 Scale
High-rise apartments ranged from 15 to 25 stories.
 Condemned
“Over the years, crime, gang violence and neglect created 
deplorable living conditions for the residents, and “Cabrini–
Green” became synonymous with the problems associated 
with public housing in the United States.”
 Demolition
“In 2000 the Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) began 
demolishing Cabrini-Green buildings as part of an ambitious 
and controversial plan to transform all of the city’s public 
housing projects; the last of the buildings was torn down in 
2011.”
cabrini-green
Near northside
Constructed 1942-1962
Demolition  1995-2011
Public housing 01
 Urban growth
Housed over 15,000 people, living in mid- and high-rise 
apartment buildings totaling 3,607 units.
2.1. Public Housing Failures
 Scale
High-rise apartments ranged from 10 to 17 stories tall.
 Condemned
1960s	 -1980s	 the	 projects	 experienced	 a	 wave	 of	 gang	
violence, assaults, and other crime. Elevators became non-
functional and hallways were condemned.
 Demolition
As	apart	of	the	CHA	Plan	for	Transformation,	the	final	tower	
was demolitioned in June 2007
stateway gardens
southside, douglas
Constructed 1955-1958
Demolition  1996-2007
Public housing 02
 urban growth
Cluster	 of	 8	 high	 rise	 buildings	 that	 would	 hold	 1,644	
dwellings.
028 029
 Scale
Buildings stood between 7 to 16 stories tall.
 Condemned
Conditions of the building fell as elevators didn’t function, 
trash shoots became jammed, and the hallways became 
filled	with	rodents.
 Demolition 
Apart of the CHA Plan for Transformation, experiencing 
multiple demolitions and rehabilitations. Setting for the book 
There Are No Children Here: The Story of Two Boys Growing 
Up in the Other America.
henry horner homes
near westside
Constructed 1942-1962
Demolition  1995-2011
Public housing 03
 Urban growth
These projects experienced multiple extensions phases. 
The	final	projects	had	a	total	of	1,656	units	with	a	total	of	18	
buildings.
 scale
The towers stood 10-13 stories tall.
 Condemned
Plague by gang violence and crime, the towers were 
deteriorated	with	trash	and	graffiti.
 Demolition
Demolition was completed in 2006 as apart of the CHA Plan 
for Transformation. 750 new housing units were intended to 
be provided.
rockwell gardens
near westside
Constructed 1958-1959
Demolition  2003-2006
Public housing 04
 urban growth
Comprised	of	8	buildings	for	a	total	of	1,126	units.
030 031
 Scale
The towers stood 16 stories high, housing 27,000 people at 
its peak.
 Condemned
Conditions worsen in the 1960s when elevators started 
breaking and gangs became increasingly violent.
 Demolition
Demolition was completed in March 2007. The CHA plan to 
replace the towers with a mixed-income community of low-
rise buildings.
robert taylor homes
Washington park, douglas
Constructed 1961-1962
Demolition  1998-2007
Public housing 05
 urban growth
2	mile	stretch	of	28	buildings	housing	4,415	units.
3.2. Criticism of Public Housing
Model of a former Green Home high-rise, built to give a 3 dimensional understanding of public housing.
032 033
Criticism 02 open air galleries
Walkways were meant to function socially but became recreation areas for children. Eventually they were gated and chained for how being too dangerous.
Criticism 03 cell grid
Consistent grid-scheme and gated walkways produces a jail cell like perception. This physiological associate the building and the residents inside with criminal and 
heinous crimes.
Green Homes 
Pace	Associates,	Architect.	Floor	plans,	ground	and	second	floors,	elevation	and	section.	Chicago	Housing	Authority,	Green	Homes.	1960.	Courtesy	of	the	Ryerson	
& Burnham Libraries, the Art Institute of Chicago.
Criticism 01 Single Use
By	adhering	to	a	complete	Tabula	Rasa	or	blank	state,	all	surrounding	context	is	flatten.	The	residential	tower	thus	is	completely	disconnected	from	its	recreational	
park, creating a segregation between the two programs.
034 035
Criticism 06 dwelling
Room	sizes	are	inadequate	for	the	amount	of	residents	and	size	of	families	that	lived	inside.	This	caused	overcrowding	withing	single	dwelling	and	led	to	
uncomfortable spaces.
Criticism 07 Circulation
The amount of elevators was not satisfactory for the amount of people in building and were often damaged. The stairwells were dangerous  areas were crime often 
took place.
Criticism 05 Communal
The communal aspects of public housing were small and unwelcoming. This created minimal interaction amongst residents.
Criticism 04 entrances
Entry ways were small with and not welcoming for its residents. This makes the building undesirable for its residents and other pedestrians.
036 037
Chapter 03
Design 
Analysis
038 039
41
° 5
4’N
87°38'W
Total Area
234 sq. mi. (606.1 sq. km)
Land Area
227.1 sq. mi. (588.3 sq. km)
Water Area
6.9 sq. mi. (16.8 sq. km)
Chicago, Illinois Near Northside | Cabrini-Green
040 041
Chicago's built environment is renowned for both its innovation and failure towards architecture and urban planning. 
To define the future of architecture in Chicago, one must be aware of its past. The Great Chicago Fire of 1871, was a 
disaster that destroyed thousands of buildings. Chicago's reconstruction was concurrent to the late 1800s technological 
advancements of the Industrial Revolution. The development of cast iron was that of a rapid on-site construction material 
that could support multi-storied buildings. Following was an era of rapid high-rise development, known as the Five 
Ages of the Skyscraper. The first age coincided with the creation of the First Chicago School and ushered in the idea 
of structural frames clad with exterior wall system and vertical transportation through passenger freight elevation. The 
second age sought a return to classical Greek and Roman monuments in its steel construction. The third age coincided 
with the creation of the Second Chicago School following World War II. Dominated by European architects, the architecture 
sought to further emphasize structure. The fourth age sought to replace modernist methods with ornamental elements 
and sculptural imagery. The fifth age found a focus towards integrated building systems with a focus on the environment. 
Now, Chicago is commonly referred to as the birthplace of the skyscraper.
3.1. site significance
Immigration In Chicago
Transit hub
Chicago was established as a water transit hub 
near	 the	 banks	 of	 Lake	Michigan	 in	 the	 1830’s.	
Its	transportation	importance	began	in	the	1840’s	
with the building of the Illinois and Michigan Canal 
which connected the Mississippi River with Lake 
Michigan.
1860 Aerial view
The Great Chicago Fire of 1871
Disaster that destroyed thousands of buildings 
and killed hundreds of people. Reconstruction 
efforts created an opportunity to rethink design 
and construction in an urban environment, to 
consider the limits of available engineered building 
materials, to expand on the understanding of 
others, and to conceive and develop vertical 
transportation systems that would move people 
and materials within taller structures.
REBUILDING
1900
Home Insurance Building of 1890 
Demolished 47 years later in 1931, the Home 
Insurance	Building	was	the	first	tall	building	to	use	
structural	steel	in	its	frame	and	considered	the	first	
skyscraper.
Home Insurance BuildingTHE GREAT FIRE
Industrial revolution
19th	century	industrialization	led	to	a	large	migration	
of workers from rural regions to the factories of 
growing cities and Europe and North America. 
This	 led	 to	 the	 rapid	 densification	 of	 cities	 and	
housing solutions to mitigate its growth.  In pursuit 
of	greater	numbers,	more	expedient	industrialized	
construction processes were adopted and design 
quality was undermined by poor construction.
Immigration In Chicago
1800
postwar housing 1933
Using Works Progress Administration funding, low 
and mid-rise projects were erected across the city.
Cabrini row houses, [Illinois, USA]
Plan for Transformation
CHA large scale plane to provide quality and safe 
affordable housing to the Chicago communities. 
By the end of the Plan, 25,000 units of housing will 
be renovated or built new.
Chicago Housing AuthorityCabrini–Green, [Illinois, USA]
Demolition 1995
As a part of the CHA redevelopment phase, 
hundreds of high rise public housing were 
demolished. This became  a notorious symbol of 
failed public policy, architectural hubris, and the 
end of modernism.
Cabrini–Green Demolition
postwar housing 1950
Erection of multiple high rise public housing to 
accommodate the increasing population. Based 
of the “tower in the park” modernist principle, the 
building bared no relations to its surroundings.
2000
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Green InfrastructurePopulation
2,704,958 People
= 20,000 People
= 760 People
Density
11,413/ sq. mi. (613.827 sq. km)
01_ Burnham Park   598 acres 
02_ Calumet Park    200 acres 
03_ Columbus Park   144 acres 
04_ Douglas Park   173 acres
05_ Garfield Park    185 acres 
06_ Grant Park   319 acres 
07_ Humboldt Park   207 acres 
08_ Jackson Park  500 acres 
09_ Lincoln Park    1,200 acres 
10_ Marquette Park   300 acres 
11_ Millennium Park   24.5 acres 
12_ Washington Park   372 acres
land area is park 
space open to the 
public
8.5%
02
People  have 
adequate
Access to parks
49%
3.2. Site | Macro Scale analysis
Urban analytics of Chicago, Illinois. Each study reinforces the significance of Chicago as the thesis site and supports the 
argument for vertical social housing.
 Collective housing is a necessity of growing density within cities. The 
density continues to increase, rising by 1.2% between 2010 and 2016
 Chicago has some of the oldest and largest park district in America. 
Currently,	only	49	%	of	people	have	adequate	access	to	parks,	as	defined	by	a	
standard of 10 acres per 1,000 people. Increased density sets a new standard of 
at least 4 acres per 1,000 people.
cabrini-green
henry horner
rockwell-green
ogden courts
abla homes
altged cardens
robert taylor
stateway gardens
dearborn
ida b wells
red line
green line
orange line
purple line
blue line
brown line
yellow line
TransitPublic Housing Development
Annual Ridership
Bus   259.1 Million
Rail   238.6 Million
Total System  497.7 Million
Amount in service
Bus   1,864
Bus Routes  129
Bus stops  10,768
Rail cars  1,492
Rail lines  8
Rail Stations  145
Service area
Area served by city 35 suburbs 
Service population   3.5 Million
2017 Operating budget $1,524.2 million
2017 Capital budget $1,282.5 Million
1868
1910
1945
 Twentieth century public housing development in Chicago. Each complex 
was condemned and demolition due to impoverish conditions. The following maps 
outline the development of the Near Northside region since the nineteenth century.
 The CTA is a regional transit system that serves 35 suburbs and provides 
81%	of	the	public	transit	trips	in	the	Chicago	metropolitan	area.
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201220072000
199019801970
A long term movement of African Americans from the South to the Urban North. As late as 1940, all but three Chicago 
neighborhoods had white majority populations. Due to the large immigration of people and the problem of housing, 
minorities settled in the south area of Chicago. This area was once occupied by the wealthy social classes. Public housing 
towers were rapidly built to mitigate this migration, but their demolition led to a displacement of minorities throughout the 
south-side of Chicago.
0 - 17.79%
17.80 - 59.69%
59.60 - 85.79%
85.80 - 100%
% of African Americans
3.3. Great Migration
The inequality of Chicago based on the regulated segregation of African Americans and other minorities. Segregation 
made it difficult for poor black families to gain access to higher economic activity in other parts of the city. This segregation 
meant that African Americans lived near worse educational opportunities and fewer jobs than other people in Chicago.
201220072000
199019801970
0 - 45%
45 - 60%
60 - 75%
75 - 125%
125 - 150%
150 - 200% 
+ 200%
Median family income %
3.4. income development
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77% 37%80% 89% 88%43%
37% 56%41%40% 50%60%
Below of local Area Median 
Income (AMI) have access to 
public housing
Of Households earn 
extremely low INCOME
 of Work-Eligible 
residents are unemployed
Children under the 
age of 21
Women head of the 
household
African American
residents
CHA crime takes place 
inside the apartments
Decline in surrounding 
neighborhoods violent crime
Decline in Youth ages 12 
to 18 arrests 
of households with a 
disabled member
Units owned by CHA 
were condemned and 
demolished
Granted a right of
Return
3.5. Public housing demographics
Key demographics and statistics about the Chicago’s public housing based off the CHA (Chicago Housing Authority) 
quarterly report. Statistics outline the poverty of current housing situations but its necessity based of demographics.
Cabrini-Green
Site 1500ft Rad.
chicago river
Goose Island
purple line
brown line
Seward 
Park
City Farm 
Stanton Park
Chicago Lights 
Urban Farm
National Public 
Housing Museum
Durso 
Playlot 
Park
Frances 
Cabrini 
3.6. Site situated
The	chosen	site	 is	a	1.87	acres	parcel	of	 land	 in	the	near	north	
side community area of Chicago, Illinois. The chosen area 
was once home to the Cabrini-Green mid and high-rise public 
housing complexes. In accordance to the Chicago Housing 
Authority’s	 (CHA)	 Plan	 for	 Transformation,	 18,000	 apartments	
were condemned and demolished. Although the last high-rise 
complex was demolished in 2011, the joint France Cabrini Homes 
row houses remain. The Cabrini-Green complexes were the most 
infamous public housing in Chicago. My thesis proposal is not only 
a rehabilitation of the social housing, but will pay homage to the 
demolition Cabrini high-rise.
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Critical analysis of the site within its contextual core to develop and understanding of per-existing conditions. From the 
analysis one can acknowledge the fragmented infrastructure of region. Commerce, recreation, and other urban institution 
are displaced by large scale green areas. Isolated areas become overwritten by crime and avoided by public transportation.
3.7. site | Micro Scale Analysis
Built environment
SCHOOLS            Retail | Shopping         Restaurants             CHURCH    ENTERTAINMENT          Banks     bridges
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
TRANSIT STATIONS     MARTA STATIONS
Disconnected fabric
Mass demolition of neglected public housing towers created isolated and vacant blocks
CRIME RATE
LOW CRIME  HIGH CRIME
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Commercial integration
Mix-Use properties creates pedestrian friendly environment 
and gives residents access to a wide range of facilities.
Dwellings Unites
Multi family dwellings are raised above public areas to 
create privacy for residents.
Green Infrastructure
Parks	and	green	space	benefit	the	overall	quality	of	life	
by supporting social connections and building a stronger 
community
Vertical
Building vertically is a necessity of rising density but creates 
opportunity	for	unique	spatial	configurations
4.2. Iterations4.1. Defining Design Principles
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054 0554.3. initial Proposal
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1 Bedroom Micro Apartment 
• 1 Bathroom
• Winter Garden Extensions
• Adjustable Bedroom and Dining 
Room Area
• Optional Balcony Space or 
Adjustable Louvers
3 Bedroom-2 level Apartment
• 2 Bathrooms
• Guestroom or Playroom
• Adjustable Bedroom and Dining Room Area
• Winter Garden Extension
• Balcony Space
• Adjustable Louvers
2 Bedroom Apartment
• 2 Bathrooms
• Guest-room or Playroom
• Adjustable Bedroom and Dining Room Area
• Winter Garden Extension
• Balcony Space
• Adjustable Louvers
15
’
15
’
15’ 15’ 15’ 15’ 15’ 15’
6’
Micro apartments are based off of concepts form The Minimum Dwelling questioning what are the necessities for dwelling 
while still remaining comfortable. Adjustable dwellings are adaptable to growing or decreasing amount of family members.
4.4. Affordable Units 4.5. Detail Section
058 0594.6. floor Plans
060 0614.7. Section Perspective
062 0634.8. Final Proposal
064 065
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This thesis aims to address the state of social housing in the context of Chicago 
Illinois. Dwelling must be understood as both an action and a place. As long as 
society continues to grow, architects must challenge the notion of social housing. 
Since the 20th century, the architect’s reputation remains tarnished by its role in 
public housing. Rather than condemning vertical living as the source of public 
housing failure, I believe we must rehabilitate this idea. While I am satisfied with 
the direction of this thesis, I will continue to challenge the derived solution. In the 
process of defining a solution, there consisted a challenged between and urban 
proposal and an architectural proposal. 
As noted in former public housing proposal, high-rise buildings were mass 
produced at an urban scale. While I do agree that the housing crises should be 
viewed at an urban scale, I conclude that a solution must be presented at an 
architectural scale. Architects and urban planners must follow the principles of 
critical regionalism and avoid the universalization of modernist architecture. The 
built environment must be unique to its setting while continue to reflect society 
growing technology. 
Galia Solomonoff AIA presents a valid argument that, in the future, architects 
will build vertically to accommodate the collective. I view  this thesis as an initial 
experiment towards establishing a community within the tower. Further design 
development with continue to strengthen proposal for a social housing tower, that 
will rehabilitate our perception of collective living.
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068 0695.3. presentation boards
Criticism 01 Single Use
By adhering to a complete Tabula Rasa or blank state, all surrounding context is flatten. The residential tower thus is completely disconnected from its recreational park, creating a segregation between the two 
programs.
Criticism 02 open air galleries
Walkways were meant to function socially but became recreation areas for children. Eventually they were gated and chained for how being too dangerous.
Criticism 03 gated grid
Consistent grid-scheme and gated walkways produces a jail cell like perception. This physiological associate the building and the residents inside with criminal and heinous crimes
Criticism 05 dwelling
Room sizes are inadequate for the amount of residents and size of families that lived inside. This caused overcrowding withing single dwelling and led to uncomfortable spaces.
Criticism 06 Circulation
The amount of elevators was not satisfactory for the amount of people in building and were often damaged. The stairwells were dangerous  areas were crime often took place.
Public housing
Criticism 04 Communal
The communal aspects of public housing were small and unwelcoming. This created minimal interaction amongst residents.
Criticism 04 entrances
Entry ways were small with and not welcoming for its residents. This makes the building undesirable for its residents and other pedestrians.
Design Process | Rehabilitating social housing
Adjustable Housing Unites
15
’
15
’
15’ 15’ 15’ 15’ 15’ 15’
1 Bedroom Micro Apartment 
• 1 Bathroom
• Winter Garden Extensions
• Adjustable Bedroom and Dining Room Area
• Optional Balcony Space or Adjustable Louves
3 Bedroom 2 story Apartment
• 2 Bathrooms
• Guestroom or Playroom
• Adjustable Bedroom and Dining Room Area
2 Bedroom Apartment
• 2 Bathrooms
• Guest-room or Playroom
• Adjustable Bedroom and Dining Room Area
• Winter Garden Extension
• Balcony Space
• Adjustable Louvers
• Winter Garden Extension
• Balcony Space
• Adjustable Louvers
Micro apartments are based off of concepts form 
The Minimum Dwelling questioning what are 
the necessities for dwelling while still remaining 
comfortable. Adjustable dwellings are adaptable to 
growing or decreasing amount of family members.
Development 03 Green Infrastructure
Parks and green space benefit the overall quality of life by 
supporting social connections and building a stronger community
Development 04 Vertical
Building vertically is a necessity of rising density but creates 
opportunity for unique spatial configurations
Development 02 Dwellings Unites
Multi family dwellings are raised above public areas to create 
privacy for residents.
Development 01 Commercial integration
Mix-Use properties creates pedestrian friendly environment and 
gives residents access to a wide range of facilities.
design Iterations
Design synthes design Proposal
the minimum dwelling
by Karel Teige, 1932  
Written by Karel Teige (1900-1951), an influential figure of avant-garde 
modernism of the 1920s and 1930s, and published in Czech in 1932, The 
Minimum Dwelling is a critique on collective dwelling presage communal 
living experiments of the 1960s and 1970s. “The minimum dwelling has 
become the central problem of modern architecture and the battle cry of 
today’s architectural avant-garde.” (pg.1) The minimum dwelling is defined 
as dwelling for the subsistence minimum rather than poverty level to include 
those who lacked the means to provide for a minimally decent home for 
themselves or their families. Teige advocates a housing situation that will 
be truly social, human, and cultured and genuinely dedicated to the service 
of all the people in a new society. His solution, the concept of collective 
dwelling: allowing the individual dwelling cell to be complemented by 
a scheme of central collective facilities and by incorporating all the 
required economic and cultural institutions in a single coordinated 
housing complex. “Collective housing represents a future dwelling type, 
but it is not utopian.” (pg.14)
Teige, Karel. “The Minimum Dwelling.” ISSUU, MIT Press, 25 July 2002, mitpress.mit.edu/books/
minimum-dwelling.
Production
Cooking
Housework
Sleeping
Recreation & Eating
Child rearing
Primitive dwelling
Single, universal dwelling space of undifferentiated 
functions
Kitchen
Larder
servant’s
room
Dining
Bathrooms
1,2,3,4,etc.
bedrooms
study &
Library
Salon
master’s
room
guest rooms
laundry &
Drying room
lady’s room
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etc.
etc.
1,2,3,4,etc.
Children’s rms
01 02 03 04
Kitchen Dining
House -
Keeping
Bathing
Children’s
Space
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club
Services
Physical
Culture
Individual
Living
Cell
01 Economic Functions 
02 Social Functions
03 Biological Functions 
04 Children’s Room
Delirious new york
by Rem Koolhaas, 1978  
Written by Rem Khoolhaas, principal of the Office for Metropolitan 
Architecture, Rotterdam. Koolhaas interprets and reinterprets the dynamic 
relationship between architecture and culture throughout New York’s 
history. The Manhattan Skyscraper is personified as a new frontier in the 
sky. Through the development of the staircase and elevator, any given site 
can now be multiplied and infinitum to produce proliferation of floor space. 
Koolhass uses a comedic cartoon to support a theorem that describes the 
ideal performance of a Skyscrapper: slender steel structure supports 84 
horizontal planes, all the size of the original plot. Originally published in Life 
magazine’s “Real Estate Number” as a full-page cartoon shows conventional 
houses stacked on an open skyscraper frame. The Skyscraper as utopian 
device for the production of unlimited numbers of virgin sites on a 
single metropolitan location. 
Koolhaas, Rem. Delirious New York: a Retroactive Manifesto for Manhattan. Monacelli Press, 
1994.
Centralized and Collective
Principles
01 The centralization and collectivization of the economic, 
cultural, and social factors of dwelling process
02 The reduction of the “apartment” to an individual living cell. 
One room for each adult person
03 Whose content (function) is a living room and a bedroom
04 The reproduction of a single space undifferentiated dwelling 
on a higher level
05 Material and organization basis for socialist of life
Principles
01 The disconnectedness of the aerial plots seemingly conflicts 
with the fact that, together, they add up to a single building.
02 Success should be measured by the degree to which the 
structure frames their coexistence without interfering with their 
destinies.
03 The building becomes a stack of individual privacies. 
Public Housing: A new Conversation
2009
A collaborative that pamphlet synthesizes Buell Center research and ideas 
generated in the Public Housing/Public Sphere: Policy and Design Workshop 
held in July 2009 at GSAPP’s Studio-X space in Manhattan.
Teige, Karel. “The Minimum Dwelling.” ISSUU, MIT Press, 25 July 2002, mitpress.mit.edu/books/
minimum-dwelling.
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The Financial Crisis
Is a Housing crisis
Housing is a verb public housing 
get a bad rap
all housing is 
Public housingdreams change housing is a public
infrastructure
there can be mixtures
at all scales
Public housing 
Supports the 
economy
Kotlowitz illustrates the experiences of two brothers growing up in Chicago’s 
Henery Horner Homes. The book details the difficult life children had growing 
up in Chicago public housing. Kotlowitz points out that the young people are 
robbed of their innocence by their dysfunctional social environments. Their 
attitudes are molded by the violence that they encounter day to day and the 
kind of life they are born into in the projects.
Kotlowitz, Alex. There Are No Children Here. Anchor Books, 1992.
 Mothers manning the elevators at the Henry 
Horner Homes.
 Real Estate Number by A.B. Walker 
1909
 Collectivist reconstruction of dwelling
 The differentiated dewlling of the ruling class
2100 : 7000
Youths   ADULTS
 Central problem were 
the unprecedented and 
overwhelming numbers of 
youth in the buildings
Private
Literature review  01 Literature review  02
Literature review  04
there are no children here
by alex kotlowitz, 1992   
Literature review  03
Principles
01 A common fault of public housing is the large displacement of 
children
02 Children without any place to play are more commonly to  
cause disruption and destroy property
Principles
01 Necessity of social housing based of the principles mentioned
Thesis QUESTIONS
In the late 1800s, the technological advancements of the Industrial Revolution created a new typology of architecture, the high-rise. Through architecture, people could truly live and interact 
with one another in clouds, while experiencing breathtaking views of the world around. To accommodate the urbanization of cites, architects and urban planners adopted the concept of 
vertical living within the social housing sectors. Ambitious desires towards desirable, vertical living became undermined by poor construction and problematic living conditions. Built 
in deprived areas and isolated locations, these experiments of social housing became a concentration of poverty, crime, and violence. Dysfunctional social environments resorted into 
damaged property, condemned elevators, and barred windows became a physiological prison to the people inside. The city of Chicago hosts numerous examples of these design failures. 
Projects like Cabrini-Green, Stateway Gardens, Taylor Homes, etc., embodied the dangers of social housing and demolition ultimately became the only answer.  The following thesis 
explores the rehabilitation of social housing in Chicago, using strategies of collectivism at a vertical scale. The concept of collectivism is a synthesis between the communal aspects of 
a community and ideals of a self-sufficient dwelling. Successful social housing can be achieved spatially through investigating how communal spaces can be shared by the dwellers in a 
community, while maintaining their private and personal domain. To define such a solution for Chicago, design criteria, such as the city’s historical and futuristic conditions, affordability, 
building tectonics, and program which focuses on the physical and mental needs of the residents, are researched. As the world’s population continues to increase exponentially, social 
housing has become a necessity to resolve issue of density and land scarcity. As architects, we must adapt social housing into a vertical typology, while relating back to the neighboring 
context and the city as a whole.
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01 WhaT qualities should be embedided in an alternative building typology that respects the memory of the 
site and the intended purpose of public housing in Chicago?
02 Is the tower a necessary typology that responds to the increasing densities of Chicago and other cites?
03 How do we define and integrate community into a typology that commonly segregates and disconnects 
inteself from into envrionment?
The tulou are earthen houses built for communal 
living and defensive purposes around a central open 
courtyard with only one entrance and windows to the 
outside only above the first floor. Each earthen building 
usually holds the extended family of a single Hakka 
clan. These structures espoused equality and unity 
as family areas were the same size and shape, and 
everyone lived under the same roof, sharing communal 
areas.
Roman Insule
Apartment Dwellings
Ancient Rome, 8th century
dwellings dwellings
Shops Shops
Courtyard
The insula (plural insulae) were Roman high-rise apartment dwellings. 
The insulae of ancient Roman cities provided housing for the majority 
of the urban population. The plebs, defined as ordinary people of 
lower or middle-class status, tended to inhabit insulae. 
fujian tulou
Chinese rural Dwellings
Fujian China, 17th century
Courtyard
dwellings dwellings
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dwellings
Historical collective housing
 Vertical Essence
VERTICAL ESSENCE
REHABILITATING SOCIAL HOUSING
Community INDIVIDUALITY
AFFABILITY | LIVE-ABILITY | CO-LIVING | EQUALITY
INFLATIONARY REAL ESTATE | SEGREGATION | ISOLATION
 Layering traffic: rail lines would run underground, 
vehicles at street level, and pedestrians above on 
elevated sidewalks.
 Proposes a city with everything packed into 
skyscrapers including schools, playgrounds and 
airfields.
Ville Radieuse (Radiant City)
by Le Corbusier, 1924   
Urban masterplan by Le Corbusier for an ideal city. The proposed principles 
had an extensive influence on modern urban planning and led to the 
development of new high-density housing typologies. “Designed to 
contain effective means of transportation, as well as an abundance of 
green space and sunlight, Le Corbusier’s city of the future would not only 
provide residents with a better lifestyle, but would contribute to creating a 
better society.”
  Built on the grounds of demolished vernacular 
European cities, a tabula rasa.
 Prefabricated and identical high-density 
skyscrapers, across a vast green area and arranged in 
a Cartesian grid.
 The housing districts would contain pre-fabricated apartment buildings, known as “Unités” functioning as a 
function as a vertical village; accommodating 2,700 inhabitants each.
  Steel-and-concrete, eight-to-ten-story, U-shaped 
building frame erected in a densely populated urban 
area. 
 A central mechanical core would serve these 
homes and gardens.
 Variety of house styles and  gardens provides a 
sense of the personal identity and human connection
  Modular residential units that “plug in” to a 
central infrastructural mega machine.
 Change through obsolescence: each building 
outcrop is removable, and a permanent “craneway” 
facilitates continual rebuilding.
  Mega-structure that incorporates residences, transportation and other essential services--all movable by 
giant cranes.
   City for a million inhabitants due to increased 
density, concentration, and overlapping uses.
 Identical five story buildings that emphasize 
unity and simplicity through geometric rigor. 
  Below lies the commercial city and road traffic and above lies the residential city and pedestrian circulation. 
Based on old principles of living above your store.
Thesis Research I Case Study Analysis
Theoretical Project 01
Critiques
01 Innovative approach to growing density and housing shortages 
within cites
02 Lack of human scale and connection to its surrounding
03 High-rises floating on super-blocks
04 Annihilation of traditions by building on demolished European cities
Vertical (High rise) City
by Ludwig Karl Hilberseimer, 1924 
A theoretical project combining architecture, technology and society to 
create a fantasy city. Based off the concept of collective living, integration 
of transportation and the accommodation of rapid change in the urban 
environment.
Theoretical Project 02
Highrise of Homes
by James Wines, 1981
A theoretical project as a “vertical community” to “accommodate people’s 
conflicting desires to enjoy the cultural advantages of an urban center, 
without sacrificing the private home identity and garden space associated 
with suburbia” by James Wines, a founding member in 1970 of the SITE 
(Sculpture In The Environment) architectural group
Theoretical Project 03
The Plug-In City
by Peter Cook | Archigram, 1964
A theoretical project combining architecture, technology and society to 
create a fantasy city. Based off the concept of collective living, integration 
of transportation and the accommodation of rapid change in the urban 
environment.
Theoretical Project 04
THE CITY OF wonder
by  Harvey Wiley Corbett, 1913   
Architect Harvey Wiley Corbett predicted that by 1950, cities would use 
multi-level streets to deal with overcrowding. The roofs of skyscrapers, 
which would themselves house playgrounds and schools, would serve as 
aircraft landing fields. Human centric, the surface of the city is reserved for 
cyclists and pedestrians. His mixed-use buildings also mimic the human-
scale city centers of many European cities.
Theoretical Project 05
via 57 WEST | Courtscraper
New York, NY (USA)
Architect |  Bjarke Ingels Group Comp 2016
Leeza SOHO | World’s Tallest Atrium
Beijing, China
Architect | Zaha Hadid Architects Est. 2018
Markthal Rotterdam
Rotterdam, The Netherlands 
Architect | MVRDV  Comp 2014
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precedent 01
precedent 02
Mirador 
Sanchinarro, Madrid, Spain 
Architect | MVRDV  Comp 2005
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precedent 03
Precedent 04
  Dome Void Space as a Collective 
Atrium
  Horizontal Void Space as a 
Collective Courtyard
  Vertical Void Space as a 
Collective Atrium
Galia Solomonoff
Associate Professor at Columbia GSAPP and an architect and principal of 
SAS/Solomonoff Architecture Studio. 
Q.  Explain the concept of (Not) Another Tower.
A. In the future, we will build collective vertically. Towers will no longer 
be homogeneous but will be complex and interactive. Not one idea but many 
ideas.
Q.  Why towers? Are there other ways to build collectively.
A. Some vertically will always remain necessary. Land is scarce and 
communities must utilize space by going vertical.
Q.  How does a collective tower work?
A. Each sort of section of the tower will give its user there own 
individualism. But you must have a coordinated structure!
Q.  How are these parameters determined?
A. Architecture must reflect the city. The city is a collective effort. So 
there must be a balance between what is shared and what is individual.
Hillary Sample
Associate Professor at Columbia GSAPP and an architect and principal of 
MOS Architects. 
Q.  What happened to public housing?
A. In Chicago most of the housing towers have been demolished, where 
in New York they have stayed. The term public housing no longer exist. Its 
now affordable, different levels and degrees of housing is offered.
Q.  Why is affordable housing an increasing concern?
A. They tear the housing down and then what. It doesn’t get replaced in 
a way that provides enough density.
Q.  How do you begin to design social housing?
A. Take domestic and dwelling principals and rethink them for today. 
How small can you make a house and have it still can be live-able? 
Q. Any references you can refer? 
A. Read “The Minimum Dwelling” or look at Weissenhof Estate by Mies 
van der Rohe. 
lisa yun lee
Executive Director of the National Public Housing Museum and the  
Director of the School of Art & Art History.
Q. Why is the failure of social housing associated with high-rise 
architecture? 
A. People want to uncouple it from systematic forms of racism and sort 
of say it is because Chicago has high-rises, and clearly the low-rises work. 
This is not necessarily true as the high-rise in New York were successful.
Q.  What is the role of an architect?  
A. To be successful, a community will need a gathering space. People 
will conflict, so push them into a public arena to talk to one another, and you 
will have a more civil society. So it is important to design a housing space 
with a joint community space. 
Q.  How do you determine the community spaces?  
A. What is a place that really embraces the social? Spaces should 
be mix where elderly can live with young people. You must question how 
families are structured in the 21st century and what are extended families. 
In housing complex you must collectivize you spaces. An architect must 
question what a community needs and not just what an individual needs.
Interviews
  Embedded Void Space as a 
Courtyard and Atrium
Critiques
01 Innovative approach to growing density and housing shortages 
within cites
02 Lack of human scale and connection to its surrounding
03 Theoretical and posed no immediate application to any existing city
04 Seperation of human and vehicular traffic 
Critiques
01 Translation of urban principles to a vertical architecture
02 Lack of human scale and connection to its surrounding
03 Levels are disconnected from each other
 
Critiques
01 Innovative use of pods as communal dwellings creates 
02 Project is radical and utopian with no real world application
03 Ideas meant to provoked  debates with no application to the any 
real world environment
 
Critiques
01 Layering of traffic creating underground passages separates 
human and vehicular traffic
02 Levels connected by elevators and escalators for pedestrians and 
ramps for vehicles
03 Proposition of Mix-Use buildings rather than Single-Use 
HANKING CENTER
SHENZHEN GUANGONG, CHINA
Architect | MORPHOSIS  Comp 2018
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Precedent 05
  Vertical and Horizontal Void 
Space as a Collective Atrium
The inequality of Chicago based on 
the regulated segregation of African 
Americans and other minorities.
41
° 5
4’N
87°38'W
1800
Immigration In Chicago
Transit hub
Chicago was established as a water transit hub 
near the banks of Lake Michigan in the 1830’s. 
Its transportation importance began in the 1840’s 
with the building of the Illinois and Michigan Canal 
which connected the Mississippi River with Lake 
Michigan.
1860 Aerial view
The Great Chicago Fire of 1871
Disaster that destroyed thousands of buildings 
and killed hundreds of people. Reconstruction 
efforts created an opportunity to rethink design 
and construction in an urban environment, to 
consider the limits of available engineered building 
materials, to expand on the understanding of 
others, and to conceive and develop vertical 
transportation systems that would move people 
and materials within taller structures.
REBUILDING
1900
Home Insurance Building of 1890  
Demolished 47 years later in 1931, the Home 
Insurance Building was the first tall building to 
use structural steel in its frame and considered 
the first skyscraper.
Home Insurance Building
postwar housing 1933
Using Works Progress Administration funding, 
low and mid-rise projects were erected across the 
city.
Cabrini row houses, [Illinois, USA]
Plan for Transformation
CHA large scale plane to provide quality and safe 
affordable housing to the Chicago communities. 
By the end of the Plan, 25,000 units of housing 
will be renovated or built new.
Chicago Housing AuthorityTHE GREAT FIRE
Industrial revolution
19th century industrialization led to a large 
migration of workers from rural regions to the 
factories of growing cities and Europe and North 
America. This led to the rapid densification of 
cities and housing solutions to mitigate its growth. 
In pursuit of greater numbers, more expedient 
industrialized construction processes were 
adopted and design quality was undermined by 
poor construction.
Immigration In Chicago Cabrini–Green, [Illinois, USA]
Illinois Chicago Near northside
Demolition 1995
As a part of the CHA redevelopment phase, 
hundreds of high rise public housing were 
demolished. This became  a notorious symbol of 
failed public policy, architectural hubris, and the 
end of modernism.
Cabrini–Green Demolition
cabrini-green
henry horner
rockwell-green
ogden courts
abla homes
altged cardens
robert taylor
stateway gardens
dearborn
ida b wells
Historic timeline
Total Area
234 sq. mi. (606.1 sq. km)
Land Area
227.1 sq. mi. (588.3 sq. km)
Water Area
6.9 sq. mi. (16.8 sq. km)
201220072000
199019801970
0 - 45%
45 - 60%
60 - 75%
75 - 125%
125 - 150%
150 - 200% 
+ 200%201220072000
199019801970
red line
green line
orange line
purple line
blue line
brown line
yellow line
A long term movement of African 
Americans from the South to the Urban 
North. As late as 1940, all but three 
Chicago neighborhoods had white 
majority populations. Due to the large 
immigration of people and the problem 
of housing minorities settled in the 
south area of Chicago, an area that was 
occupied before by the wealthy social 
classes.
Urban Analysis
Green Infrastructure
Great Migration Income Development
CHA crime takes place 
inside the apartments
Decline in surrounding 
neighborhoods violent crime
Decline in Youth ages 12 
to 18 arrests 
40% 50%60%
Children under the age of 
21
Women head of the 
household
African American
residents
89% 88%43%
Below of local Area Median 
Income (AMI) have access to 
public housing
Of Households earn 
extremely low INCOME
 of Work-Eligible residents 
are unemployed
77% 37%80%
public Housing Demographics
of households with a 
disabled member
Units owned by CHA were 
condemned and demolished
Granted a right of
Return
37% 56%41%
Cabrini-Green Site
Cabrini-Green
Site 1500ft Rad.
chicago river
Goose Island
purple line
brown line
Seward 
Park
City Farm 
Stanton Park
Chicago Lights 
Urban Farm
National Public 
Housing Museum
Durso 
Playlot 
Park
Frances 
Cabrini 
Population
2,704,958 People
= 20,000 People
= 760 People
Density
11,413/ sq. mi. (613.827 sq. km)
01_ Burnham Park   598 acres 
02_ Calumet Park    200 acres 
03_ Columbus Park   144 acres 
04_ Douglas Park   173 acres
05_ Garfield Park    185 acres 
06_ Grant Park   319 acres 
07_ Humboldt Park   207 acres 
08_ Jackson Park  500 acres 
09_ Lincoln Park    1,200 acres 
10_ Marquette Park   300 acres 
11_ Millennium Park   24.5 acres 
12_ Washington Park   372 acres
land area is park 
space open to the 
public
8.5%
01
06
07
05
04
03
12
11
10
09
08
02
TransitPublic Housing Development
Annual Ridership
Bus   259.1 Million
Rail   238.6 Million
Total System  497.7 Million
People  have 
adequate
Access to parks
49%
micro Analysis
Built environment
SCHOOLS      Retail | Shopping         Restaurants             CHURCH    ENTERTAINMENT          Banks     bridges
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
TRANSIT STATIONS     MARTA STATIONS
CRIME RATE
LOW CRIME  HIGH CRIME
Disconnected fabric
Mass demolition of neglected public housing towers created isolated and vacant blocks
0 - 17.79%
17.80 - 59.69%
59.60 - 85.79%
85.80 - 100%
% of African Americans Median family income %
postwar housing 1950
Erection of multiple high rise public housing to 
accommodate the increasing population. Based 
of the “tower in the park” modernist principle, the 
building bared no relations to its surroundings.
Amount in service
Bus   1,864
Bus Routes  129
Bus stops  10,768
Rail cars  1,492
Rail lines  8
Rail Stations  145
Service area
Area served by city 35 suburbs 
Service population   3.5 Million
2017 Operating budget $1,524.2 million
2017 Capital budget $1,282.5 Million
1868
1910
1945
Site situated | Cabrini Green Chicago, Illinois
